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Abstract

Plastic limit load of strain-hardening viscoplastic thick-walled cylinders subjected to internal pressure is investigated numerically and
analytically in the paper. The paper applies sequential limit analysis to deal with the quasi-static problem involving hardening material
properties and weakening behavior corresponding to the strain-rate sensitivity and widening deformation. By sequential limit analysis,
the paper treats the plasticity problems as a sequence of limit analysis problems stated in the upper bound formulation. Rigorous upper
bounds are acquired iteratively through a computational optimization procedure with the internal pressure factor as the objective func-
tion. Especially, rigorous validation was conducted by numerical and analytical studies of thick-walled cylinders in terms of the plastic
limit load as well as the onset of instability. It is found that the computed limit loads are rigorous upper bounds and agree very well with
the analytical solutions.
� 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Limit analysis features in capturing directly the impor-
tant information for structural design or safety evaluation.
Especially, it is considered to play the role of a snapshot
look at the structural performance while providing the
limit solution based on only simple input data (see, for
example [16]). Thus, as well known, limit analysis is applied
effectively to bound rigorously the asymptotic behavior of
an elastic-plastic material by the lower bound or the upper
bound theorem.

On the one hand, we can state theoretically the equality
relation between the greatest lower bound and the least
upper bound by duality (minimax) theorems as demon-
strated by Yang [37,39,40,42], and Huh and Yang [16]
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mainly based on the generalized Hölder inequality [41].
On the other hand, it is numerically possible to enhance
the accuracy of limit analysis and broaden its applicability
to more complex problems in engineering applications as
presented by Anderheggen and Knöpfel [1], Bottero et al.
[3], Capsoni and Corradi [5], Christiansen [7], Corradi
et al. [10], Dang Hung [11], Hodge and Belytschko [15],
Pastor et al. [29], Sloan [34], Yang [40], Zhang et al. [43]
by the use of finite element methods [33] together with
mathematical programming techniques [25].

Furthermore, the fact that sequential limit analysis is an
accurate and efficient tool for the large deformation analy-
sis has been illustrated extensively by Corradi et al. [8],
Corradi and Panzeri [9], Huh and Lee [17], Huh et al.
[18], Hwan [19], Kim and Huh [22], Leu [26,27], Leu and
Chen [28] and Yang [42]. By sequential limit analysis, a
sequence of limit analysis problems is conducted sequen-
tially with updating local yield criteria in addition to the
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configuration of the deforming structures. In each step and
therefore the whole deforming process, rigorous upper
bound or lower bound solutions are supposedly acquired
sequentially as to bound the real limit solutions. Especially,
a combined smoothing and successive approximation
(CSSA) algorithm presented by Yang [38] has been utilized
successfully with satisfactory results at a modest cost in cer-
tain problems of limit analysis by Huh and Yang [16] and
sequential limit analysis by Huh and Lee [17], Huh et al.
[18], Hwan [19], Kim and Huh [22], Leu [26,27], Leu and
Chen [28] and Yang [42]. Particularly, some quantitative
comparisons with elasto-plastic analysis have been made
recently by Huh and his coworker [22]. As demonstrated
in simulating the crashworthiness of structural members
by Kim and Huh [22], only a fraction of the cost of
elasto-plastic analysis was spent by sequential limit analy-
sis. However, the unconditional convergence and numeri-
cal accuracy of the CSSA algorithm were demonstrated
mostly by practical applications. Novelly, its convergence
analysis was recently performed and validation was also
conducted rigorously while extending the CSSA algorithm
further to sequential limit analysis of viscoplasticity prob-
lems by Leu [26], or involving materials with nonlinear iso-
tropic hardening by Leu [27].

In the literature, flow problems involving viscoplastic
materials has been widely investigated using finite element
methods (see, for example, [2,4,24,26,35]). On the other
hand, the constitutive laws of viscoplastic materials have
been often utilized to problems of regularized limit analysis
(see, for example, [20,21,36]). In regularized limit analy-
sis, the creep-strain rate is expected to converge to plas-
tic-strain rates, see Jiang [20]. Based on the concept of
sequential limit analysis, Leu [26] treated viscoplastic flow
problems as a sequence of limit analysis problems. In each
step of a deformation sequence, the limit load was com-
puted by using the CSSA algorithm. Especially, the
extended CSSA algorithm was shown to be uncondition-
ally convergent by utilizing the Hölder inequality.

Leu [27] presented sequential limit analysis of plane-
strain problems of the von Mises model with nonlinear
isotropic hardening by using the CSSA algorithm. Particu-
larly, the CSSA algorithm was proved to be unconditionally
convergent by utilizing the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality in
the work of Leu [27]. On the other hand, Leu and Chen
[28] further applied the CSSA algorithm for sequential limit
analysis involving nonlinear isotropic hardening materials
to seek plastic limit angular velocity of rotating hollow
cylinders.

Based on the previously successful applications in visco-
plasticity [26] and nonlinear isotropic hardening problems
[27,28], the paper aims to extend further the above-men-
tioned CSSA algorithm to upper-bound limit analysis con-
sidering the combination effect of strain hardening and
viscoplasticity. Especially, numerical convergence of the
CSSA algorithm is to be shown by means of the Hölder
inequality. Particularly, the applicability of the CSSA algo-
rithm is to be validated by numerical and analytical studies
of thick-walled cylinders under internal pressure involving
materials made of the von Mises model with viscoplastic
nonlinear isotropic hardening. It is noted that such prob-
lems feature in involving hardening material properties
and weakening behavior corresponding to the strain-rate
sensitivity in addition to widening deformation. Novelly,
a unified mathematical and numerical treatment of plastic-
ity and viscoplasticity problems is to be established. And
the limiting cases of the current work are to be converted
to the previous results [26,27].
2. Problem formulation

We start with the statement of a plane-strain viscoplas-
ticity problem of the von Mises model with nonlinear iso-
tropic hardening. Naturally, the problem statement leads
to the lower bound formulation. The corresponding upper
bound formulation can be stated by duality theorems
[37,39,40,42] mainly following the work of Huh and Yang
[16]. As shown by Yang [37,39,40,42], Huh and Yang [16],
the duality theorem theoretically equates the greatest lower
bound to the least upper bound. Therefore, we can
approach the real limit solution by maximizing the lower
bound or by minimizing the upper bound.
2.1. Problem statement (lower bound formulation)

We consider the general plane-strain problem with the
domain D consisting of the static boundary oDs and the
kinematic boundary oDk [40]. The quasi-static problem is
to seek the maximum allowable driving load under con-
straints of static and constitutive admissibility such that

maximize qðrÞ
subject to

r � r ¼ 0 in D;

r � n
* ¼ q t

*
on oDs;

krkv 6 Hð�e; _�eÞ in D;

ð1Þ

where n
*

indicates the unit outward normal vector of the
boundary and the traction vector t

*
is scalable distribution

of the driving load on oDs with the load factor q; krkv means
the von Mises primal norm on stress tensor r and the hard-
ening function H is a function of the equivalent strain �e and
the equivalent strain rate _�e describing viscoplastic strain-
hardening. Therefore, this constrained problem is to
sequentially maximize the load factor q representing the
magnitude of the driving load for each step.

The primal problem (1) is the lower bound formulation
seeking the extreme solution under constraints of static and
constitutive admissibility. The statically admissible solu-
tions satisfy the equilibrium equation and the static bound-
ary condition. And the constitutive admissibility is stated
by the yield criterion in an inequality form. We now refer
to the work of Huh and Yang [16], Yang [42] to interpret
the solutions as sets. First, the equilibrium equation is
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linear and the constitutive inequality is convex and
bounded. Accordingly, the intersection of statically admis-
sible set and constitutively admissible set is convex and
bounded. Moreover, the existence of a unique maximum
to the convex programming problem is confirmed.

In the paper, the behavior of viscoplastic, nonlinear iso-
tropic hardening is as adopted by Haghi and Anand [14]

H ¼ ½r1 � ðr1 � r0Þ expð�h�eÞ�
_�e
_�e0

� �m

¼ rYðr0; r1;�eÞ
_�e
_�e0

� �m

; ð2Þ

where r0 is the initial yield strength, r1 is the saturation
stress and h is the hardening exponent. _�e0 and m are posi-
tive valued material parameters called the reference strain
rate and strain rate sensitivity, respectively.

2.2. Upper bound formulation

Now we transform the lower bound formulation (1) to
the upper bound formulation by restating equilibrium
equations in a weak form as [23,26]Z

D

Z _e

0

r : d_edA ¼ q
Z

oDs

u
* � t

*
dS

� �
; ð3Þ

where u
*

is a kinematically admissible velocity field. Fur-
ther, according to the fundamental inequality for the math-
ematical plasticity or alternatively based on the concept of
norms as stated in a generalized Hölder inequality by Yang
[41], it results in

r : _e ¼ jr : _ej 6 krkvk_ek�v ¼ �r_�e; ð4Þ
where k_ek�v is the dual norm [16], on strain rate tensor _e, of
the von Mises primal norm krkv based on the associated
flow rule. Note that equality holds if the normality condi-
tion in plasticity [12] is satisfied.

Thus, Eq. (3) can be then expressed as

q
Z

oDs

u
* � t

*
dS

� �
¼
Z

D

Z _e

0

r : d_edA

6
rYðr0; r1;�eÞ
ð1þ mÞ_�em

0

Z
D
k_ek1þm

�v dA: ð5Þ

Note that, the velocity field u
*

along the boundary oDs is
prescribed, e.g. u

*
s, in each step. Therefore, we haveZ

oDs

u
* � t

*
dS ¼ Gðu*s; SÞ; ð6Þ

where Gðu*s; SÞ is a constant in each step but may be of var-
ious values in a process. Therefore, qðrÞ can be bounded
above by �qðu*Þ as

qðrÞ 6 rYðr0; r1;�eÞ
ð1þ mÞG_�em

0

Z
D
k_ek1þm

�v dA ¼ �qðu*Þ: ð7Þ

Therefore, the upper bound formulation is stated in the
form of a constrained minimization problem as
minimize �qðu*Þ

subject to �qðu*Þ ¼ rYðr0; r1;�eÞ
ð1þ mÞG_�em

0

Z
D
k_ek1þm

�v dA;

r � u
* ¼ 0 in D;

kinematic boundary conditions on oDk;

ð8Þ

where r � u
* ¼ 0 is the incompressibility constraint inherent

in the von Mises-type materials. Therefore, the upper
bound formulation seeks sequentially the least upper
bound for each step on kinematically admissible solutions.
Further, it is a basic assumption as adopted by Le Tallec
[24] that the dissipation potential is a convex function in
viscoplasticity. Accordingly, the primal–dual problems (1)
and (8) are convex programming problems following the
work of Huh and Yang [16] and Yang [42]. Thus, for each
step, there exist a unique maximum and minimum to prob-
lems (1) and (8), respectively. Therefore, the extreme values
of the lower bound functional qðrÞ and its corresponding
upper bound functional �qðu*Þ are equal to the unique, exact
solution q* for each step in a process.

3. Computations

Traditionally, it is critical to make suitable assumptions
of failure mechanisms corresponding to statically admissi-
ble stress field or kinematically admissible velocity field
[6] to reduce the duality gap between the lower bound
and the upper bound. However, by the use of finite element
methods [33] together with mathematical programming
techniques [25], limit analysis can be applied effectively to
more complex problems.

3.1. Discretized functional

The upper bound formulation turns out to a constrained
quadratic programming problem. The constrained minimi-
zation problem (8) is then stated approximately in the
finite-element discretized form such that

minimize ~qðfUgÞ¼
XNe

e¼1

rYðr0;r1;�eÞ
1þm

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
fUgt½Ke�fUg

q� �1þm

subject to fUgtfCg¼ 0;

ð9Þ

where Ne denotes the numbers of elements used to discret-
ize the domain; fUg is the nodal-point velocity vector and
superscript t denotes transposition; ½Ke� is the element stiff-
ness matrix combining with G_�em

0 , fCg is a coefficient
matrix.

3.2. Numerical algorithm

The CSSA algorithm presented by Yang [38] is now
extended to deal with the nonlinear problem (9) sequen-
tially. Accordingly, the functional at the current step n is
reorganized in the following form:
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minimize q
^ðfUgÞ¼

XNe

e¼1

rYðr0;r1;�e
nÞ

fUgt
jþ1½Ke�fUgjþ1

ðfU �gt
j½Ke�fU �gjÞ

ð1�mÞ=2

subject to fUgt
jþ1fCg¼ 0;

ð10Þ

where subscripts j, ðjþ 1Þ on variables indicate that vari-
ables are corresponding to any successive iterations in each
step. Note that the denominator in Eq. (10) is smoothed by
a small real number d to overcome the numerical difficulty
corresponding to non-smoothness over some rigid regions
as detailed by Huh and Yang [16], Leu and Chen [28]. At
the first step, we have the equivalent strain �e1 ¼ 0. For
the current step n P 2, the value of �en is obtained as the fol-
lowing expression:

�en ¼
Xn�1

i¼1

_eiDti; ð11Þ

where Dti is the step size.
In the computations, the penalty function method [32] is

applied to establish the corresponding unconstrained func-
tional. In problem (10), fUgjþ1 is the unknown at the cur-
rent iteration ðjþ 1Þ with fU �gj calculated at the preceding
iteration j. For the case j = 0, an arbitrary fUg0 is adopted
to start the iterations. A monotonically convergent
sequence of ~qðfU �gjÞ is then generated iteratively. Based
on the ratio of Euclidean norms, the convergence tolerance
EU ¼ kfU �gj � fU �gj�1k2=kfU �gj�1k2 is applied to check
the convergence.

4. Convergence analysis

Before presenting numerical examples, we attempt to
confirm the convergence of the extended general algorithm.
First, we recall the Hölder inequality [13] in the following
form:

Xn

i¼1

jxiyij 6
Xn

i¼1

jxijp
" #1=p Xn

i¼1

jyij
q

" #1=q

; ð12Þ

where p, q are constants and p > 1 such that 1=p þ 1=q ¼ 1
for any complex numbers x1,x2, . . . ,xn; y1,y2, . . . ,yn. Note
that, the familiar Cauchy–Schwarz inequality [13] is the
special case of the Hölder inequality [13] with p ¼ q ¼ 2.

Consider the following properties that:

rYðr0; r1;�e
nÞðfU �gt

jþ1½Ke�fU �gjþ1Þ
ð1þmÞ=2 P 0; ð13Þ

rYðr0; r1;�e
nÞ
fU �gt

jþ1½Ke�fU �gjþ1

ðfU �gt
j½Ke�fU �gjÞ

ð1�mÞ=2
P 0; ð14Þ

rYðr0; r1;�e
nÞðfU �gt

j½Ke�fU �gjÞ
ð1þmÞ=2 P 0: ð15Þ

Thus, the Hölder inequality [13] can be applied to relate the
discretized functional and its linearized expression in the
following form:
XNe

e¼1

rYðr0; r1;�e
nÞðfU �gt

jþ1½Ke�fU �gjþ1Þ
ð1þmÞ=2

6

XNe

e¼1

rYðr0; r1;�e
nÞ
fU �gt

jþ1½Ke�fU �gjþ1

ðfU �gt
j½Ke�fU �gjÞ

ð1�mÞ=2

( )ð1þmÞ=2

�
XNe

e¼1

rYðr0; r1;�e
nÞðfU �gt

j½Ke�fU �gjÞ
ð1þmÞ=2

( )ð1�mÞ=2

:

ð16Þ
Relating the inequalities (12) and (16), we have

1=p ¼ ð1þ mÞ=2; 1=q ¼ ð1� mÞ=2; �1 < m < 1: ð17Þ
It is noted that m = 0 is corresponding to p ¼ q ¼ 2.

Further, we can state the relation between the discretized
functional and its linearized form as follows:

XNe

e¼1

rYðr0; r1;�e
nÞ
fU �gt

jþ1½Ke�fU �gjþ1

ðfU �gt
j½Ke�fU �gjÞ

ð1�mÞ=2

6

XNe

e¼1

rYðr0; r1;�e
nÞ

fU �gt
j½Ke�fU �gj

ðfU �gt
j½Ke�fU �gjÞ

ð1�mÞ=2

¼
XNe

e¼1

rYðr0; r1;�e
nÞðfU �gt

j½Ke�fU �gjÞ
ð1þmÞ=2

¼ ð1þ mÞ~qðfU �gjÞ: ð18Þ
Therefore,

XNe

e¼1

rYðr0; r1;�e
nÞ
fU �gt

jþ1½Ke�fU �gjþ1

ðfU �gt
j½Ke�fU �gjÞ

ð1�mÞ=2

6 ð1þ mÞ~qðfU �gjÞ: ð19Þ
Combining the above-mentioned inequalities and recalling
the following inequality proved by Goffman and Pedrick
[13]:

A1=pB1=q
6

A
p
þ B

q
; A P 0; B P 0: ð20Þ

Accordingly, we obtain

ð1þmÞ~qðfU �gjþ1Þ

¼
XNe

e¼1

rYðr0;r1;�e
nÞðfU �gt

jþ1½Ke�fU �gjþ1Þ
ð1þmÞ=2

6

XNe

e¼1

rYðr0;r1;�e
nÞ
fU �gt

jþ1½Ke�fU �gjþ1

ðfU �gt
j½Ke�fU �gjÞ

ð1�mÞ=2

( )ð1þmÞ=2

�
XNe

e¼1

rYðr0;r1;�e
nÞðfU �gt

j½Ke�fU �gjÞ
ð1þmÞ=2

( )ð1�mÞ=2

6
1þm

2
ð1þmÞ~qðfU �gjÞ þ

1�m
2
ð1þmÞ~qðfU �gjÞ

¼ ð1þmÞ~qðfU �gjÞ: ð21Þ

Thus, a series of monotonically convergent ~qðfU �gjÞ are
acquired such that

~qðfU �gjþ1Þ 6 ~qðfU �gjÞ: ð22Þ
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Therefore, the proof is completed with

lim
j!1

~qðfU �gjÞ ¼ ~q�; ð23Þ

where ~q� is the solution of the upper bound formulation (9)
and the approximate value of the exact limit load factor q*.

Consequently, the unconditional convergence of the
CSSA algorithm has been proved by means of the Hölder
inequality [13]. Moreover, the strain-rate sensitivity m = 0
is arithmetically equivalent to the indexes of the Hölder
inequality p ¼ q ¼ 2 as shown in Eq. (17). On the other
hand, the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality is a reduced form
of the Hölder inequality with p ¼ q ¼ 2. Also, viscoplastic-
ity problems are converted to rate independent plasticity
problems if the strain-rate sensitivity m = 0 as seen in Eq.
(2). Specifically speaking, it is then the familiar Cauchy–
Schwarz inequality involved with convergence analysis of
the CSSA algorithm while applied to rate independent
plasticity problems. Note that Zhang et al. [43] conducted
convergence analysis for a similar form of the CSSA algo-
rithm specifically for rigid perfect plasticity problems.
Accordingly, it can be deemed as a case study of the gener-
alized framework shown in the paper with m = 0 and
p ¼ q ¼ 2.

5. Analytical solutions

As detailed in the Appendix A.1, analytical solutions
corresponding to thick-walled cylinders of strain-hardening
viscoplastic materials subjected to internal pressure in
plane-strain conditions was derived for rigorous compari-
sons. Note that the hardening exponent h ¼

ffiffiffi
3
p

is used in
the derivations. With the boundary condition
rrðr ¼ bÞ ¼ 0, we obtain the limit internal pressure in the
form as

P i

r0

¼ 1ffiffiffi
3
p
� �mþ1

2V
_�e0

� �m
1

m
am

b2m �
1

am

� ��

þ 1

mþ 1

r1
r0

� 1

� �
ða2

0 � a2Þ 1

amþ2
� am

b2mþ2

� ��
; ð24Þ

where the innermost edge expanding uniformly at a con-
stant speed V is used to simulate the action of internal
pressure.

For the case with m = 0

lim
m!0

amb�2m � a�m

m
¼ ln

a2

b2

� �
: ð25Þ

Thus,

P i

r0

¼ 1ffiffiffi
3
p ln

a2

b2

� �
þ ðr1=r0 � 1Þffiffiffi

3
p a2

0

a2
� b2

0

b2

� �
: ð26Þ

Note that, the sign convention for Pi is positive for tension
and negative for compression. It is noted that analytical
solutions for the first-step limit values are available in the
literature for rigid perfect plasticity problems as presented
by Jiang [21], Prager and Hodge [31].
For the case with r1 ¼ r0

P i

r0

¼ 1

m
1ffiffiffi
3
p
� �mþ1

2V
_�e0a

� �m a2m

b2m � 1

� �
: ð27Þ

It is also noted that analytical solutions for nonhardening
viscoplasticity problems are available with the concept
for the first-step limit values in the literature as presented
by Peirce et al. [30].

6. Comparisons and validations

Comparisons between numerical results and analytical
solutions are made as to show the reliable applications.
We consider thick-walled cylinders made of strain-harden-
ing viscoplastic materials subjected to internal pressure in
plane-strain conditions. Especially, the present paper con-
siders the viscoplastic, nonlinear isotropic strain-hardening
behavior as shown in Eq. (2).

In the computations, the initial inner and outer radii are
denoted as a0 and b0 respectively. The action of internal
pressure is simulated with the innermost edge expanding
uniformly at a constant speed V. The pressure needed to
keep the expanding cylinder fully plastic is then computed
sequentially by using the CSSA algorithm. In the following
case studies, we adopt the consistently non-dimensional
parameters: a0 ¼ 5:0; b0 ¼ 10:0; h ¼

ffiffiffi
3
p

; _�e0 ¼ 1:0; V ¼
1:0 and a constant step size Dt ¼ 0:001.

As shown in Fig. 1, only one quarter of the axisymmet-
ric structure is simulated. Four-node quadrilateral isopara-
metric elements are utilized to discretize the problem
domain. Based on the mesh convergence study performed
previously by Leu [26], the finite element mesh of 15 · 25
elements as shown in Fig. 1 is adopted in the following
computations. Note that the first-step solution is the limit
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Fig. 2. Limit internal pressure versus inner radius with various hardening
parameters ðR ¼ r1=r0Þ and strain-rate sensitivity m = 0.1.
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value of internal pressure causing the cylinder of dimen-
sions a0 and b0 fully plastic. Following the first step, each
step in sequential limit analysis starts with the result
obtained in the preceding step and converges with one iter-
ation for the specific problems concerned using the con-
stant step size Dt ¼ 0:001. A sequence of limit analysis
problems is then solved to obtain sequential numerical
solutions of deforming problems.

For the limiting case with m = 0, the problem is then
converted to a rate independent plasticity problem involv-
ing strain-hardening materials. For the case with r1 ¼ r0,
the problem is then reduced to a perfectly plasticity prob-
lem involving viscoplastic materials. Numerical cases are
considered with various values of m and R ¼ r1=r0. For
each case, the cylinder is expanded to two times its initial
inside radius. With an arbitrarily initial value fUg0, the
convergence tolerance EU ¼ 0:001 and the finite-element
model shown in Fig. 1, the CSSA algorithm is accurate
and efficient. The results, normalized by r0, of case studies
under internal pressure are summarized in Fig. 2 for vari-
ous hardening parameters ðR ¼ r1=r0Þ and strain-rate sen-
sitivity m = 0.1. All the computed upper bounds agree very
well with the analytical solutions at a modest cost.

The paper applies sequential limit analysis to deal with
the widening problems featuring in hardening material
properties and weakening behavior. The weakening behav-
ior is corresponding to the strain-rate sensitivity m and
widening deformation. As detailed in Appendix A.2, there
exists strengthening phenomenon for r1=r0 > 2 if deform-
ing cylinders are made of the strain-hardening materials
with h ¼

ffiffiffi
3
p

and for the limiting case with m = 0. There-
fore, there is no strengthening phenomenon for the case
of R ¼ r1=r0 ¼ 2 with any strain-rate sensitivity m as illus-
trated in Fig. 3. Namely, the hollow cylinders of r1=r0 > 2
are strengthened until the onset of instability if the strain-
hardening described by the Voce hardening law with
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Fig. 3. Effect of strain-rate sensitivity m on lim
h ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

and for the limiting case with m = 0. Following
that, however, the weakening phenomenon is observed
due to the effect of the strain-hardening is counteracted
by that of the strain-rate sensitivity m together with widen-
ing deformation. As shown in Fig. 4, there is strengthening
phenomenon for the case of R ¼ r1=r0 ¼ 2:2 with m = 0.0,
m = 0.001, m = 0.3. But there is no strengthening phenom-
enon for the cases of m = 0.5 and m = 0.7, respectively.
However, the strengthening effect is dominant for the case
of R ¼ r1=r0 ¼ 2:5. There is still strengthening phenome-
non for the case of R ¼ r1=r0 ¼ 2:5 even for the case of
m = 0.7 as shown in Fig. 5.

Note that, the onset of instability concerned above is
about the plastic instability marked by the internal pressure
maximum while dealing with thick-walled cylinders, see
Leu and Chen [28]. Namely, the strengthening due to mate-
rial hardening is exceeded by the weakening resulting from
the strain-rate sensitivity m and widening deformation. As
.8 2
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it internal pressure with R ¼ r1=r0 ¼ 2:0.
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Fig. 4. Effect of strain-rate sensitivity m on limit internal pressure with R ¼ r1=r0 ¼ 2:2.
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Fig. 5. Effect of strain-rate sensitivity m on limit internal pressure with R ¼ r1=r0 ¼ 2:5.
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detailed in Appendix A.2, the onset of instability can be
calculated by the following mathematical condition:

oðP i=r0Þ
oa

¼ 0: ð28Þ
Thus, corresponding to the initial inner and outer radii a0,
b0, the strain-hardening described by the Voce hardening
law with h ¼

ffiffiffi
3
p

and for the limiting case with m = 0, the
onset of instability can be shown as

a
a0

¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðb0=a0Þ2 � 1

X � 1

s
ð29Þ
with the change of variables as follows:
X ¼
Aþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2 þ 4ðb0=a0Þ2

q
2

; ð30Þ

A ¼ ðb0=a0Þ2 � 1

ðr1=r0 � 1Þ : ð31Þ

Note that, the stability condition for the widening problem
of hollow cylinders depends on hardening material proper-
ties R ¼ r1=r0, h and the strain-rate sensitivity m as shown
in Figs. 3–5.
7. Conclusions

The paper had analytically and numerically studied
thick-walled cylinders under internal pressure made
of the von Mises materials with viscoplastic, nonlinear
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isotropic hardening. Based on the concept of sequential
limit analysis, problems were formulated as a sequence of
limit analysis problems and solved iteratively by a com-
bined smoothing and successively approximation (CSSA)
algorithm. The CSSA algorithm adopted is comparable
for its simple implementation and unconditional conver-
gence. Especially, the Hölder inequality [13] was utilized
to show the unconditional convergence of the CSSA algo-
rithm. Analytical solutions were also derived in the paper
for rigorous comparisons.

While performing the convergence analysis, it revealed
an interesting implication relating the relationship of
strain-rate sensitivity m and the indexes of the Hölder
inequality p, q. The strain-rate sensitivity m = 0 is arithmet-
ically equivalent to the indexes of the Hölder inequality
p ¼ q ¼ 2. Moreover, the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality is a
reduced form of the Hölder inequality with p ¼ q ¼ 2. Spe-
cifically speaking, it is then the familiar Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality involved with convergence analysis of the CSSA
algorithm while applied to rate independent plasticity
problems ðm ¼ 0Þ. In other cases, it is the Hölder inequality
[13] showing the unconditional convergence of the CSSA
algorithm.

Numerical and analytical studies in plane-strain deform-
ing problems have demonstrated the accuracy of the
numerical procedure presented here. The computed
upper-bound results are in good agreement with analytical
solutions at a modest cost. Attention was also paid to the
strengthening phenomenon involving hardening material
properties and weakening behavior resulting from the
strain-rate sensitivity together with widening deformation.
Appendix A

A.1. Analytical solutions

It is supposed that the cylinder has its initial interior and
exterior radii denoted by a0 and b0. It is clear that we con-
sider a problem of widening deformation with the internal
pressure being the driving load. As adopted by Haghi and
Anand [14], the behavior of viscoplastic, nonlinear isotro-
pic hardening is described by

rY ¼ ½r1 � ðr1 � r0Þ expð�h�eÞ�
_�e
_�e0

� �m

; ðA:1Þ

where r0 is the initial yield strength, r1 is the saturation
stress and h is the hardening exponent. _�e0 and m are posi-
tive valued material parameters called the reference strain
rate and strain rate sensitivity, respectively. For such
deforming problems under external pressure, analytical
solutions are available in the literature as presented by
Haghi and Anand [14]. Analytical solutions for internal
pressure are then derived in the following procedures sim-
ilar to those adopted by the previous work of Leu [26,27]
involving viscoplastic flow and nonlinear isotropic harden-
ing problems, respectively.
In the cylindrical coordinate system, the incompressibil-
ity condition requires that

ov
or
þ v

r
¼ 0; ðA:2Þ

where v is the radial velocity at a point ðr; hÞ. Further, if we
consider a velocity control problem with the innermost
edge expanding uniformly at a constant speed V. Then
we can rewrite the radial velocity as

v ¼ Va
r
: ðA:3Þ

Accordingly, we can express the strain rates as

_er ¼
ov
or
¼ � Va

r2
; ðA:4Þ

_eh ¼
v
r
¼ Va

r2
; ðA:5Þ

_ez ¼ 0 ðA:6Þ

and from Eqs. (A.4)–(A.6) we obtain the equivalent strain
rate

_�e ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

3
ð_e2

r þ _e2
h þ _e2

z Þ
r

: ðA:7Þ

And the equivalent strain is obtained as �e ¼
R

_�edt.
The components of the stress deviator, sr; sh; sz, can be

obtained by considering the flow rule and satisfying the
yield condition. Thus, we obtain

sr ¼ �
1ffiffiffi
3
p ½r1 � ðr1 � r0Þ expð�h�eÞ�

_�e
_�e0

� �m

; ðA:8Þ

sh ¼
1ffiffiffi
3
p ½r1 � ðr1 � r0Þ expð�h�eÞ�

_�e
_�e0

� �m

; ðA:9Þ

sz ¼ 0: ðA:10Þ

Thus, the stresses are given as

rr ¼ sþ sr; ðA:11Þ
rh ¼ sþ sh; ðA:12Þ
rz ¼ sþ sz; ðA:13Þ

where s is the mean normal stress.
Substituting Eqs. (A.11)–(A.13) into the following equi-

librium equation:

orr

or
þ rr � rh

r
¼ 0: ðA:14Þ

Therefore, we obtain

orr

or
¼ 2

r
r1ffiffiffi

3
p � r1 � r0ffiffiffi

3
p expð�h�eÞ

� �
_�e
_�e0

� �m

: ðA:15Þ

Note that h ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p

is used in the derivations. With the
boundary condition rrðr ¼ bÞ ¼ 0

P i

r0

¼ 1ffiffiffi
3
p
� �mþ1

2V
_�e0

� �m
1

m
am

b2m �
1

am

� ��

þ 1

mþ 1

r1
r0

� 1

� �
ða2

0 � a2Þ 1

amþ2
� am

b2mþ2

� ��
: ðA:16Þ
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Note that, the sign convention for Pi is positive for tension
and negative for compression.

For the case with m = 0

lim
m!0

amb�2m � a�m

m
¼ ln

a2

b2

� �
: ðA:17Þ

Thus, we reduce the viscoplasticity problems to rate inde-
pendent plasticity problems with the strain rate sensitivity
m = 0, such that

P i

r0

¼ 1ffiffiffi
3
p ln

a2

b2

� �
þ ðr1=r0 � 1Þffiffiffi

3
p a2

0

a2
� b2

0

b2

� �
: ðA:18Þ

It is noted that analytical solutions for the first-step limit val-
ues of rigid perfect plasticity problems are available in the lit-
erature as presented by Jiang [21], Prager and Hodge [31].

For the case with r1 ¼ r0, we reduce to non-hardening
power-law viscoplasticity problems such that

P i

r0

¼ 1

m
1ffiffiffi
3
p
� �mþ1

2V
_�e0a

� �m a2m

b2m � 1

� �
: ðA:19Þ

It is also noted that such analytical solution for non-hard-
ening power-law viscoplasticity problems is available with
the concept for the first-step limit values in the literature
as presented by Peirce et al. [30].
A.2. Strengthening versus weakening

We come to consider the condition of stability, namely
the existence of hardening phenomena before the weaken-
ing behavior. For simplicity, we consider the limiting cases
with m = 0. To consider the existence of the maximum
value of the limit pressure during the whole widening pro-
cess, we apply the necessary condition for the maximum of
P i=r0, namely the following mathematical expression with
the current interior radius a:

oðP i=r0Þ
oa

¼ 0: ðA:20Þ

It is noted that the following derivation is similar to that
presented by Leu and Chen [28] dealing with plastic limit
analysis of rotating hollow cylinders. Consider Eqs.
(A.16) and (A.20), we get the stability condition in the form

b2
0 � a2

0

r1=r0 � 1
¼ a2

0

a2
ðb2

0 � a2
0 þ a2Þ � a2b2

0

b2
0 � a2

0 þ a2
: ðA:21Þ

Further, we set

X ¼ b2
0 � a2

0 þ a2

a2
¼ b2 � a2 þ a2

a2
¼ b2

a2
> 1 ðA:22Þ

and

A ¼ b2
0 � a2

0

r1=r0 � 1
¼ a2

0

ðb0=a0Þ2 � 1

r1=r0 � 1
¼ a2

0A ðA:23Þ

with
A ¼ ðb0=a0Þ2 � 1

r1=r0 � 1
: ðA:24Þ

Thus, we can rewrite Eq. (A.21) as

X 2 � AX � b2
0

a2
0

¼ 0: ðA:25Þ

Accordingly, for given a0=b0 and r1=r0, we can obtain the
solution explicitly

X ¼
Aþ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2 þ 4ðb0=a0Þ2

q
2

: ðA:26Þ

Then with the explicit expression of X, we can identify the
onset of instability from Eq. (A.22) as

a=a0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðb0=a0Þ2 � 1

X � 1

s
: ðA:27Þ

Finally, we come to consider the existence of hardening
phenomena before the weakening behavior. Certainly, it
is to see if Eq. (A.27) has the solution a=a0 > 1. According
to Eqs. (A.23), (A.26) and (A.27), we can get the stability
condition for the limiting cases with m = 0 as

r1=r0 > 2: ðA:28Þ
Therefore, if deforming cylinders are made of the strain-
hardening materials described by the Voce hardening law
with h ¼

ffiffiffi
3
p

, then for the limiting cases with m = 0 there
exists strengthening phenomenon for r1=r0 > 2.
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